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Longlisted for the 2014 National Book Award

Gathered here is a half century’s magnificent work by the former poet laureate of the United States and
Pulitzer Prize winner whose haunting and exemplary style has influenced an entire generation of American
poets.

Beginning with the limited-edition volume Sleeping with One Eye Open, published in 1964, Mark Strand
was hailed as a poet of piercing originality and elegance, and in the ensuing decades he has not swerved from
his vision of how a poem should be shaped and what it should deliver. As he entered the middle period of his
career, with volumes such as The Continuous Life (1990), Strand was already well-known for his ability to
capture the subtle music of consciousness, and for creating painterly physical landscapes that could answer
to the inner self: “And here the dark infinitive to feel, / Which would endure and have the earth be still / And
the star-strewn night pour down the mountains / Into the hissing fields and silent towns.” In his later work,
from Blizzard of One (1998) which won the Pulitzer Prize, through the sly, provocative riddles of his recent
Almost Invisible (2012), Strand has delighted in reminding us that there is no poet quite like him for a dose of
dark wit that turns out to be deep wisdom and self-deprecation. He has given voice to our collective
imagination with a grandeur and comic honesty worthy of his great Knopf forebear Wallace Stevens. With
this volume, we celebrate his canonical work.
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From reader reviews:

Anthony Green:

Book will be written, printed, or descriptive for everything. You can know everything you want by a guide.
Book has a different type. As we know that book is important thing to bring us around the world. Alongside
that you can your reading proficiency was fluently. A book Collected Poems will make you to possibly be
smarter. You can feel a lot more confidence if you can know about everything. But some of you think this
open or reading some sort of book make you bored. It's not make you fun. Why they could be thought like
that? Have you searching for best book or suitable book with you?

Iona Calhoun:

What do you about book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material when you require
something to explain what you problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy person? If you don't
have spare time to try and do others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored faster. And you have
extra time? What did you do? All people has many questions above. They must answer that question due to
the fact just their can do this. It said that about e-book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is proper.
Because start from on pre-school until university need this kind of Collected Poems to read.

Frances Stone:

The reason why? Because this Collected Poems is an unordinary book that the inside of the book waiting for
you to snap the idea but latter it will jolt you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book close to it was
fantastic author who write the book in such awesome way makes the content within easier to understand,
entertaining approach but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this ever again or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of advantages
than the other book have got such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking method. So , still
want to hold up having that book? If I have been you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

Dale Eich:

Don't be worry in case you are afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you will get
it in e-book technique, more simple and reachable. This specific Collected Poems can give you a lot of pals
because by you looking at this one book you have matter that they don't and make you more like an
interesting person. This specific book can be one of a step for you to get success. This reserve offer you
information that probably your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than additional make you to be
great individuals. So , why hesitate? Let us have Collected Poems.
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